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Reviews and Reports 

BORAH BERGMAN: 
THE AESTHETICS OF AMBIDEXTERITY 

MARK LOCKETT 

Liszt, under the mantic and poetic influence of 19th-century 
sentiment, once expressed his vocation as a virtuoso thus: 

He breathes life into the lethargic body, infuses it with 
fire, enlivens it with the pulse of grace and charm. He 
changes the earthy form into a living being, penetrating 
it with the spark which Prometheus snatched from 
Jupiter's flesh. He must send the form which he has 
created soaring into transparent ether: he must arm it 
with a thousand winged weapons; he must call up scent 
and blossom, and breathe the breath of life. 1 

Such images of a different age may seem quaint and 
comical applied to the music of today, though the fascination 
with the virtuoso has always remained alive. Virtuosity is 
extraordinary, quite outside the accepted sphere of normal, 
mundane activity - a phenomenon for lesser mortals to 
wonder at. Yet in other cultures music customarily has an 
'ecstatic' function. From Bali to Brazil, through India, the 
Middle East, the Mediterranean, and many parts of Africa, 
music is associated at some point with possession trance. 
New improvised music has evolved independently of the 
abstract functions of harmony, melody, and architectonics, 
favouring instead an aesthetic of unlimited sound-exploration. 
At the same time it has come to be, through the American free 
jazz of the mid-sixties, a vehicle for the free expression of 
states of exhilaration . 

Borah Bergman is a true virtuoso and a highly original 
voice in spontaneous piano music. Comparison with Cecil 
Taylor reveals superficial resemblances. Both pianists demon-
strate a characteristic physical energy, emotional intensity, a 
similar predominance of atonality (though neither would 
condone the application of such a misused term); but there 
stylistic similarities cease. More important, both have 
deliberately reintegrated the processes of intellectual thought 
into the ecstatic and spontaneous, though the ways in which 
they do this are utterly different. Bergman's pianistic concep-
tion is contrary to Taylor's careful constructionism. His 
playing is a continuous chain of intermediary states that tap 
the energy and flow of his thoughts as they rush by. There is 
no pre-structuring, but an intellectual process - the fabri-
cation of elaborate mental images, changing relations, 
metaphors, fleeting visual scenarios influenced strongly by 
abstract expressionist painting - which fuels the fire of the 
music. And, as with the martial arts, the aim is always to 
reduce the gap between thought and action. 

When asked how he felt immediately after a recent 
performance at the Roulette loft in New York City, Bergman 
replied simply, 'Calm.' For him performance is a kind of 
exorcism, a sudden release that follows a period of method-
ical, disciplined practice and accumulation of ideas and mentjll 
images. As in some other musics associated with the onset cbf 
trance, a connection with dance is evident, in this case 'a 
dance of the hands as they both roam the entire keyboard with 
a strange, illusory autonomy. To draw a parallel: the tarantella 
cures the victim of the tarantula bite not because of a 
particular virtue but because it is dance music. The physicality 
of movement at the keyboard allows Bergman to dip into the 
frantic stream of continuing ideas, to 'cure' and contain the 
demonic force of his mental energy. As a dance the tarantella 
cures not only because of its psycho-physiological effects, but 
because it allows the victim to identify with the tarantula that 
bit him. Bergman's 'tarantula' is his own background in jazz 
piano, towards which his feelings are ambivalent. While 
drawing inspiration from aspects of rhythm and articulation, 
he has rejected conventional jazz-piano technique because of 
the inequality of the hands. Traditionally almost all forms of 
piano music have assigned a melodic, soloistic role to the right 
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hand and a harmonic accompanimental one to the left. 
Bergman's philosophy, however, stems from the premise that 
this division of labour is both irrelevant and inhibiting to the 
development of an improvisatory virtuoso technique. He has 
consciously abandoned these roles and has developed the 
hands independently of each other, so that each is capable of 
tackling any idea or type of material. Ambidextrousness, he 
believes, is the fundamental issue of contemporary keyboard 
improvisation , 

The consequences of this system are wider than they 
might at first appear. First, it has led to Bergman's developing, 
by conventional standards, an extraordinarily powerful and 
facile left hand. To prove this he has displayed his skills on 
recordings of solo left-hand performances. Second, he has 
achieved such a degree of manual independence that his two 
hands are, in effect, two separate instruments, dissociated 
from each other, meeting, overlapping, tossing gestures back 
and forth, scurrying separate ways, each equally powerful but 
each having inherent individual traits. Third, in this music, 
which is deeply involved with stamina and callisthenics, the 
continuous momentum, the illusion of the indefatigable is 
maintained even when one or other hand rests for a few 
moments. The texture is thinned out but the essential musical 
thread is unbroken . 

There seems to be something profoundly correct about 
this dialectical approach. The two hands considered thus 
become a reflection of our dual forms of experience We 
perceive the world in terms of inner/outer, light/dark, 
rational/irrational, and so on, and these dualities are an 
unavoidable product of the bilateral symmetry that character-
ises the physiognomy of Man. Musico-dialectics are implicit in 
our biological form and in the physiology of the brain, whose 
different functional areas can be considered along three axes: 
upper/lower, the newer, upper part controlling conscious 
thought-processes and movements, the lower, older part the 
automatic nervous system, reflexes, and unconscious body-
processes; front/back, the front part being the seat of the 
individual ego, and the back that of the intuitive self; and 
right/left, the right hemisphere being the centre of vision and 
left-hand movement, and the left hemisphere being the verbal 
centre and governing right-hand movement. 

The keyboard is really the ideal medium for a colloquy of 
hands for here they are performing ostensibly the same 
function. One hand is an automorphism of the other: that is, 
we can make a mirror image of one, an illusory back-to-front 
reversal, and we see two hands exactly the same. But how can 
this be reconciled with the fact that the keyboard represents a 
linear tonal range from low (left) to high (right)? The symmetry 
of the keyboard is not aural (the African mbira comes close to 
that), it is one of formal relations only. But because of the 
nature of Bergman's playing this 'split' does not necessarily 
manifest itself as an extra weightiness of the bass register. The 
hands, liberated from their usual pianistic roles, are freed also 
from their specific domains. Each has the entire keyboard at its 
disposal and yet the shapes of the phrases in one hand will 
always be different from those in the other. lt is partly this 
inexhaustible dialogue that provides intellectual interest (in 
terms of improvisatory form) and forwards momentum. 

Bergman's unique style of phrasing can be heard on his 
second record, Bursts of Joy.2 There is a curious rhythmical 
jaggedness within these irregular torrents of notes which 
seems to refer back to a much earlier period of jazz history; it 
has an entirely different musical effect from the more regular, 
two-handed pummelling that has become something of a 
trade-mark of free jazz piano playing. Bergman dismisses this 
technique of fast, percussive hammering with alternate hands 
as rhythmically uninteresting and unpianistic, claiming that it 
does not realise the true potential of two hands, ten fingers, 
and the possibilities of a more sophisticated interaction. As 
the hands glide over the keyboard surface they outline certain 
shapes, and the fingers, ready to strike at any time, can make 
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